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Does crypto have an identity crisis?
Welcome to the first ever Bitstamp Crypto Pulse
report — a truly global barometer of trust and
adoption of cryptocurrency around the world.
We’ve spoken to 5,502 institutional investment
decision makers and 23,113 retail investors from
23 countries across North America, Latin America,
Europe, Africa, The Middle East, and Asia-Pacific
to understand the attitudes, applications and
ambitions for crypto, now and in the near future.
We found that there is an overwhelming belief
in crypto’s potential. This goes from it becoming
a whole alternative to digital-first payments
networks in emerging economies to a significant
portion of respondents in two founding members
of the European project— France and Germany —
believing that crypto could overtake the Euro.
Our survey also showed the extent of use cases
for crypto. All the “traditional” digital assets and
tokens we know feature high levels of trust, yet
stablecoins and CBDCs — alongside other assets
such as NFTs — also have relatively strong levels
of trust, which is remarkable considering how
new they are to the market..
Yet, with such diversity, does crypto have an
identity problem?
No. We need to design a new frame in which to
truly understand crypto — something that can
encompass all the relevant applications at once. In
fact, we should stop simply defining all as “crypto”
in the first place, and look to talk to the nuances
instead, as digital assets become firmly embedded
in mainstream finance. This needs to become a
priority if we are to continue building trust and
advance adoption of digital assets.

Our first Crypto Pulse report finds that there is
a simple equation for adoption: when investors
know more, they trust it more, and thus adopt
it more. This trust is already higher than we had
thought, as a quarter of the respondents who said
they knew a lot about cryptocurrencies had nearly
double the amount of trust in the digital asset
spectrum, compared to those who knew very little.
The better question therefore is how do we
increase that trust?
We know that regulation provides trust. But this
only goes so far in providing trust in those that
hold your assets. We also need to develop trust
in the assets themselves. A new framework needs
to be created in order to measure performance
and provide quality assurances on specific digital
assets.
That is why we at Bitstamp are calling for a new
system of advocacy by creating independent
market information providers akin to the ratings
agencies in the mainstream financial system. As
part of this ecosystem, we now need to work
together to bring these industry bodies to market
to ensure that understanding, trust, and adoption
continue to rise. This is how we achieve one of the
most significant findings from our survey — seeing
digital assets overtake traditional investments
within a ten-year timeframe.
Please read on to understand more about the
current landscape of trust in the crypto, DeFi
and digital asset ecosystem. We hope you find it
a compelling read, and invite you on this journey
with us to further bring crypto into mainstream
finance.

Julian Sawyer, Group CEO
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Bitstamp Crypto Pulse
Introduction
In 2022, we launched the first ever research
study here at Bitstamp. We set out to discover
what people really thought about crypto, how
much they trusted it compared to traditional
investments, and how comfortable the would
be with using cryptocurrency beyond simple
transactions.

Using these different behaviours, indicators and
perceptions, we have created The Bitstamp Crypto
Pulse. The survey was conducted in March 2022
making it the most up to date, relevant survey in
the world.

Total respondents

28,615

Markets

23,113

5,502

Retail consumer respondents

Institutional respondents

Survey methodology
Argentina | Australia | Brazil | Canada | Chile | Colombia | France | Germany | Hong Kong | India | Italy | Japan
| Kenya | Mexico | Netherlands | Nigeria | Saudi Arabia | Singapore | South Africa | Spain | UAE | UK | US

Our research measures the impact crypto has had
on 23 different markets with 28,615 respondents:
23,113 everyday investors and 5,502 professional in-

vestors such as traders and professional investment
organisations. We asked them about trust, regulation, perception and usage.
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Who are the Crypto Pulse
respondents?
Who are the
respondents?

How do they engage
with crypto?

Do they trust
in crypto?
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The Audience

We wanted to look beyond the misconceptions of those who do not understand and do not want to
understand the industry. To achieve this, we surveyed only those retail investors who had heard of
cryptocurrency before - even if they knew very little. We spoke to investment professionals who own or
control the cryptocurrency strategy for their companies and for their clients. By focusing on only those

What is the global trust in
cryptocurrency?

Where is there
a divide?

Where do they
agree?

who had heard of crypto, we are able to move beyond the preconceived notions from those who really
don’t know crypto and instead understand the real audience driving adoption.

Retail Investors

Institutional Investors

Gender

Age

Gender

Average Age
36.1 %

37.2 yo.

Age

Average Age

35.4 yo.

41 %
25.7 %

54.3

44.5

%

Male

14.2 %

%

30.5 %
12.9 %

11.2 %

Female

60.7 %

38.5 %

Male

Female

11.8 %

11.8 %
4.7 %

* Non-binary 0.5% / Prefer not to answer 0.4%

* Non-binary 0.7% / Prefer not to answer 0.4%

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55+

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

Average household income

Institutional roles

Less than £25,000

C-Suite,
Executive Team,
MD/Owner

Advisor,
Fund Accountant,
Portfolio Manager

Analyst,
Economist

Relationship/Sales
Manager

Trader

Other

50.4 %

20.9 %

14.8 %

9.6 %

1.8 %

2.5 %

38.1 %

£25,000 - £55,000

32.6 %

66.7

%

married or
in relationship

£55,001 - £100,000

18.2 %

£100,001 - £250,000

4.9 %

56.3
have children

%

Over £250,000

1.7 %

25.6

%

have a mortgage

28.5

%

work in investment
banking

74.3 %
are full-time
salaried

55+

69.9 %
have children
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What are the perceptions
around crypto?
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Bitstamp Crypto Pulse: Trust in crypto
Crypto trustworthiness
%

%

20

100 %

10 %

%

20

80

%

10 %

70
%

70.4 %

Retail overall trust

66.9 %

%

60 %

90

100 %

66.9
70.4 %
Overall trust

40

50 %

%

30

70
%

Crypto has higher levels of trust than originally
expected, coming in just behind traditional
investment types including Property
80
%
and Shares/Stocks, and stronger
than others including
Options/Futures.
%

Whether it’s retail or institutional investors,
when they know more about crypto, they
trust it more. Emerging economies have

%

60 %

90

The unbanked population is much higher in
countries such as India, Mexico and Nigeria.
For them, crypto provides an opportunity to
participate in the global economy without
having to go through banks. The knowledge
is higher in these regions and, consequently,
so is the trust.

40

50 %

30

larger populations without access to
traditional banking services and institutions
face greater fiat uncertainty and volatility.

%

Our research measures the trust both retail
and institutional investors have in crypto,
and how that compares to other investment
opportunities. According to a March 2020
academic research paper, “Do Consumers
Really Trust Cryptocurrencies?”1, the team
explored the technology acceptance model
(TAM)2 and hypothesised that knowledge of
cryptocurrencies positively influences trust.
Our research reinforces this study as we found
the knowledge of cryptocurrency directly
impacts trust levels.

Institutional overall trust

Little
Knowledge

Somewhat
Knowledgeable

Very
Knowledgeable

43.25 %

67.7 %

82.0 %

Overall trust

70.4 %

Little
Knowledge

Somewhat
Knowledgeable

Very
Knowledgeable

44.2 %

66.6 %

77.3 %

Trust in crypto in specific countries
Institutional

Retail
1. Emerald Publishing Limited, “Do Consumers Really Trust Cryptocurrencies?” March
2020, Auckland University of Technology, University of Minnesota Duluth, Western Sydney
University.

2. Davis F.D. Bagozzi, RP and Warshaw, PR (1989) “User acceptance of computer technology:
a comparison of two theoretical models”, Managing Science, Vol 35 No 8 pp 982-1003

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %
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Bitstamp Crypto Pulse: Trust in crypto
Institutional
Little
Knowledge

Somewhat
Knowledgeable

Very
Knowledgeable

“Strong security is needed to gain customer trust,
plus further explanation about cryptocurrencies.”

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

Male, Analyst, Mexico, 35-44

“The future of crypto is really bright because they
just need to teach people more about it so they
trust it more.”
Female, Analyst, South Africa, 25-34

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

“Crypto will prevail, even if there is much
criticisms. With moderate regulation, a basis of
trust will be created.”

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

Male, Portfolio Manager, Germany, 55+
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Bitstamp Crypto Pulse: Trust in crypto
Retail
Little
Knowledge

Somewhat
Knowledgeable

Very
Knowledgeable

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

“The truth is that I don’t know the subject, I have
heard and read about them but the truth is that I
still have some mistrust.”
Female, Mexico, 35-44

“If trust and regulation hold I think it’s the future.”
Male, France, 35-44

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

“The future would be more viable in civil society
for cryptocurrencies if the world started to trust
them more.”

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

Male, Brazil, 25-34
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Bitstamp Crypto Pulse: Trust & regulation
Globally, less than half see
crypto as “regulated.” This falls
to just over 2 in 5 in developed
economies. In contrast, it rises
to more than half in emerging
economies - demonstrating a clear
need for stronger awareness and
improvement in regulation to
increase investor trust in crypto.

Is crypto a regulated investment?

This is true whether you currently
invest or have invested before.
Those who are keen to start
investing but said they don’t know
enough have a far lower opinion of
regulation within the industry. In
fact, the majority of non-investors,
other than those planning to invest
soon, believe crypto is unregulated.

Derivatives

Retail
Shares/Stocks

71.2 %
61.9 %

47.7 %

Cryptocurrencies**

48.2 %

Stablecoins

47.0 %

NFTs

Percentage who believe this investment is regulated
Institutional
Shares/Stocks
Derivatives

73.8 %
62.3 %

55.3 %

Cryptocurrencies**

50.9 %

Stablecoins

50.6 %

NFTs

Here, the lack of knowledge
becomes apparent. Each
respondents’ perceptions on
regulation vary significantly
and align more with knowledge
and use of cryptocurrency than
actual understanding of industry
regulations.
According to the World Economic
Forum’s Global Future Council on
Cryptocurrencies1, there has been
no internationally coordinated
regulation of cryptocurrencies —
however by the end of 2021, more
than 103 countries had developed
regulations and priorities for
financial institutions.

75 %

62,5 %

50 %

37,5 %

25 %

Retail
** includes different types of cryptocurrency

Institutional

Regulation perception by country

1. WEF, Cryptocurrency Regulation: where are we now, and we are we going?,
28 March 2022 - https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/03/where-iscryptocurrency-regulation-heading/
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Bitstamp Crypto Pulse: Trust & regulation
Institutional investors found regulation to be a top 3 concern for those who are not currently investing
in crypto. Risk and volatility was the top concern for these investors followed closely by the lack of
regulation in the industry and the fact that crypto is just too new.
However, this was not the case for retail investors. Knowledge was the top barrier for investment
followed closely by risk and trust in platforms. These barriers varied by region significantly and are
more varied for the retail investor.

What are the top barriers
to investing in crypto in
each country?

Institutional

Concerns about risk are high for both retail and institutional investors, but the knowledge gap underpins
four of the top five concerns for retail investors. Institutions, although somewhat concerned about where to
start, are more focused on the perceived lack of regulation and volatility associated with it. Retail investors
are looking for guidance.

Retail

Risk and volatility
is too high

Don’t know enough
to get started

Not enough regulation
in the industry

Risk is too high

Crypto is just
too new

Unsure which platforms
to trust/which are secure

Unsure which platforms
to trust/which are secure

Want to start but
not sure where to go

Want to start
but not sure where to go

I don’t have enough
funds to invest
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What are the uses
of crypto?
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When and how are respondents using crypto?
The majority of current investors, both retail
and institutional, have started within two
years. Institutional investors are now actively
recommending crypto to their clients and
retail investors are beginning to use crypto

beyond a simple trade. This is a key area to
watch in subsequent waves to gauge how
the current financial climate drives adoption
of crypto outside the original ecosystem.

Common crypto
activities

Cautiously
Don’t know
enough yet

Purchasing another form of crypto

49.5 %

When did you start investing in crypto?

Transfer crypto to an individual

41.7 %

Retail

Participate in loyalty program
with crypto rewards

30.8 %

Stake and/or lend to earn a yield

30.7 %

4.8 %

Less
than

6

months
ago

6-10
months
ago

27.4 %

39.2 %

1-2

years
ago

3-5
years
ago

22.3 %

5.0 %

6-10
years
ago

More than

10
years
ago

0.2 %

Participate in gaming activities

28.6 %

Are
institutions
advising clients
on crypto?

Do not

Actively
recommending
crypto
68.0 %

15.2 %

8.3 %

6.4 %

* Unsure or don’t know enough 1.8% / Other 0.2%

1.1 % are unsure of when they started

55.9 %

73.1 %

73.7 %

72.0 %

10
years
ago

trade at least
once a week

plan to increase
investment in crypto

trade at least
once a week

plan to increase
investment in crypto

0.2 %

55.9% of retail investors
trade crypto at least
once a week

73.1% of retail investors
plan to increase
investment in crypto
over the next 5 years

73.7% of institutional
investors trade crypto at
least once a week

72.0% of institutional
investors plan to increase
investment in crypto over
the next 5 years

Institutional
2.4 %

6
months

6-10
months
ago

Less
than

ago

18.0 %

38.8 %

1-2

years
ago

3-5
years
ago

32.6 %

6.4 %

6-10
years
ago

More than

1.6 % are unsure of when they started
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When and how are respondents using crypto?
Retail consumer respondents would:

Shop online

Buy groceries

Dine out

53.8 %

51.3 %

50.9 %

Donate to charity

Buy car/jewellery

50.0 %

48.3 %

Retail investors said they would be comfortable
using cryptocurrency for a wide array of consumer
spending whether they currently invest or not.
Additionally, institutions have recognised the
need to improve trust and knowledge around
crypto to ensure a rapid adoption.

Institutions’ plans to grow
cryptocurrency include:

All of this is driven by the majority expectation
that crypto will become mainstream in less than a
decade. Nearly 80% of retail respondents (79.5%)
and 72.6% of institutional respondents felt crypto
will become mainstream within 10 years.

Increase investments

Learn more about it

Add more crypto
investment

38.0 %

33.8 %

31.7 %

Invest in increasing
our crypto offering

Expand our
knowledge base for
our company/clients

29.2 %

33.4 %

The majority of institutional and retail investors
also see this happening within 3-5 years, while
less than 10% believe it will never happen.

When do they expect crypto to become mainstream?
9.1 %
I don’t think
crypto will
ever be
mainstream

9.5 %

0.1 %

2.6 %

4.7 %

17.8 %

27.5 %

15.5 %

0.6 %

14.5 %

More than

30

years

16-30
years

11-15
years

6-10
years

3-5

years

1-2

years

In less
than a
year

Already
Mainstream

0.2 %

6.0 %

7.6 %

18.2 %

25.8 %

16.6 %

0.3 %

11.7 %
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What are the different
regions saying?
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The EU and UK can get ahead in the crypto race
if they overcome the knowledge barrier
JB Graftieaux
Managing Director Europe

The birthplace of modern financial services
is seeing itself fall behind as a new system
of finance emerges. Yet, it has a fantastic
opportunity if it can focus on driving crypto
literacy.
That’s the key finding from our Crypto Pulse
survey, which analysed the findings of 6,010
retail and 1,509 institutional investors across
Europe and the UK. While 54% of retail and 67%
of institutional investors have indicated that
they trust crypto as an asset class, the largest
number of concerns were over risk and volatility,
or not knowing enough to get started. More
than two in five retail investors said they didn’t
know enough, whilst one-third of institutions
felt risk and volatility were too high.
This shows that a lack of understanding over
both the nature and utility of crypto is a
significant barrier. This is preventing more
investors from participating, and holding crypto
back from mainstream adoption.

Still, there is optimism. Over two thirds of
retail investors (67%) believe crypto will
become mainstream within a decade, and an
overwhelming majority of 78% of institutional
investors agree with this. This indicates a firm
belief in the future for crypto as an asset and
currency.
Regulation is key—institutional clients and
financial advisers servicing clients are confused
and unfamiliar with crypto, so providing a secure
environment for this is essential, and will open
up the ecosystem beyond the crypto-native
population. We are some way off this—despite
being more than 10 years old, there is no single
regulated ecosystem for crypto, even though
the EU is making moves to create one. The
service and market infrastructure providers, like
exchanges, powering the ecosystem still have to
apply for licences on a country-by-country basis.

What is the trust in crypto in this region?

Institutional

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

Retail

0%
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The EU and UK can get ahead in the crypto race
if they overcome the knowledge barrier
At the same time, both retail and institutional investors are crying out for a reliable partner to provide
not just the right platform, but a guide alongside, to navigate them through in order to have access to the
crypto market.

This will play out through a greater collaboration with traditional financial infrastructures and ecosystems.
Adoption will derive from institutions engaging with the mass market—banks, payment providers and
insurance firms will bring new clients into crypto at scale. But we first must overcome the myth that it is “too
late” to invest by highlighting current and future opportunities across the digital assets ecosystem — from
the metaverse to NFTs.

The crypto ecosystem must solve these challenges. We have the knowledge to advise governments, rating
agencies, and regulators to craft the right legislation. We can build trust by being a good partner and
providing the right education and path forward—and ensuring compliance and security. We have to be
careful and filter out the less-than-legitimate assets in order to combat a media narrative obsessed with
crypto fraud and highlight substance, not hype.

Optimism is strong across Europe and the UK. We, at Bitstamp, are dedicated to being a true partner for
institutional investors and their clients to get ahead in the race towards mass adoption. For those that
want to seize the market, we are ready and waiting for you.

How much knowledge do you have about crypto?

20

10 %

Somewhat
Knowledgeable

Little
Knowledge

30

100 %

100 %

Very
Knowledgeable

64.5 %

Regional Average

Least Knowledgeable

Regional
Average

55.9 %

Lowest Trust

Highest Trust

32.2 %

63.2 %

%

%

55.9 %

Most Knowledgeable

80

%

90

90

Least Knowledgeable

70
%

%

Most Knowledgeable

80

%

60 %

20

8.9 %

%
40

50 %

10 %

37.5 %

30

39.9 %
%

43.9 %

%
40

70
%

%

51.2 %

60 %

%

18.6 %

50 %

Regional Average

Global
Average

Regional
Average

66.9 %

64.5 %

Lowest Trust

Highest Trust

46.1 %

77.8 %

Global
Average

70.4 %
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Crypto education can help create a better financial system
across Latin America, Africa and the Middle East
Mel Tsiaprazis
Chief Commercial Officer

One of the major themes found in the first ever
Crypto Pulse survey is a direct correlation between
trust and adoption. The other is that trust is not
just dependent on knowledge, but also on distrust
in the financial system.
These themes play out greater in developing
economies.
For the 5,044 consumers and 1,267 institutional
investors we surveyed across Latin America, Africa,
and the Middle East, we are seeing that concerns
over regulation are significantly less of a priority.
Instead, it’s about the platforms powering access.
Here, mobile apps are often all powerful in
financial services, with the technology here
far outstripping what is seen available in longestablished financial centres. For many, their
financial lives are dealt entirely via smartphone—
from payments to savings and more. They deal
with platforms, not institutions, so they require a
greater degree of trust in those platforms. At the

What is the trust in crypto in this region?

same time, institutions are looking for a safe way
to access and capture the market.
The highest barriers for investing here are all
around knowledge. They didn’t know which
platforms to trust (42%), didn’t know enough to
get started (37%), and even those planning to
start investing do not know where to go (33%).

Institutional

0%

It is a particularly sad fact, especially when we look
at the high trust across these regions (76% for
consumers, 78% for institutional investors), how
highly it is recommended by financial providers
(73%) and how many believe it will become part of
our everyday financial lives within a decade (87%
for consumers and 88% for institutional investors).
This shows a failing from the crypto ecosystem —
there is such a demand, but investors don’t know
where to start. We must work together to change
this.

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

Retail

0%
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Crypto education can help create a better financial system
across Latin America, Africa and the Middle East
We know crypto can democratise access far beyond what can be achieved via traditional financial products.
But the ecosystem needs to arm crypto investors in these regions with the right knowledge—spending
less time on promotional activities to instead focus on education. By improving literacy, and continuing to
improve the critical infrastructure, we make access and navigation of crypto safer, and can thus speed its
path towards mainstream adoption.

Crypto exchanges have a fantastic opportunity to help improve the financial lives of many across Latin
America, Africa, and the Middle East. To do so, we must be the guiding hand, providing advice and making
it as easy as possible to get started, as well as supporting them through an increasingly complex digital
asset environment.
We must lead by example, if we want to realise the ambitions of people living across these regions to bring
CBDCs, stablecoins and other cryptocurrencies into the mainstream.

People in these regions have been burned before — from infamous crypto scams seen in the media, but
also by their own financial system. They are used to the levels of inflation that the west is now beginning
to experience. They see constant corruption in their biggest financial institutions and regulators, and have
a distrust of their own currency. For many, being unbanked or underbanked is sometimes a better option.

How much knowledge do you have about crypto?

30

80

%

20
10 %
Regional
Average

76.4 %

%

100 %

100 %

Little
Knowledge

%

%

Least Knowledgeable

90

90

Most Knowledgeable

Somewhat
Knowledgeable

80

%

Most Knowledgeable
Least Knowledgeable

Very
Knowledgeable

70
%

20

10.8 %

%
40

60 %

10 %

20.8 %

30

41.8 %

70
%

%

49.7 %

%
40

50 %

%

47.4 %

60 %

%

29.5 %

50 %

76.4 %

77.8 %

Regional Average

Regional Average

Lowest Trust

Highest Trust

70.6 %

88.2 %

Global
Average

Regional
Average

66.9 %

77.8 %

Lowest Trust

Highest Trust

68.4 %

89.0 %

Global
Average

70.4 %
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Crypto adoption is much further along
than the headlines suggest
Robert Zagotta
CEO USA

If you pay attention to the cryptocurrency
headlines in mainstream North American media,
you would think that digital assets are still
something untrustworthy, maybe even dangerous.
This has been the primary media narrative for
some years now.
But the data paints a completely different
picture. Surveying 506 institutional and 2,001
retail investor respondents across the region,
we found trust in cryptocurrencies to be high.
This is particularly true in the United States and
Canada. Of those that said they understood
cryptocurrencies, 80% stated it is trustworthy.
Even for those that said they don’t understand
cryptocurrencies, 25% still said it is trustworthy.
For both institutional and retail respondents,
there is a distinct correlation between the
level of knowledge and their level of trust in
cryptocurrency — in short, the more they know,
the more they trust. This is a strong indication
of support for the validity and reliability of these
innovative technologies.

What is the trust in crypto in this region?
When we look at our institutional respondents
in North America, we find that trust is high
regardless of level of knowledge. Just over
half of those with little knowledge find
cryptocurrencies trustworthy, while 67% of those
very knowledgeable trust cryptocurrencies.
Over 65% of institutional respondents are also
actively recommending cryptocurrencies to
their clients — in fact they are more likely to
recommend cryptocurrencies than many other
trading alternatives, such as derivatives, ETFs,
and others, which would have been unheard of
in previous years. This group of respondents has
also been investing in cryptocurrencies longer
than other regions, including the UK, Europe
and Asia Pacific, with almost half of respondents
investing for more than three years, compared to
a global average of 41%.

Institutional

0%

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

25 %

50 %

75 %

100 %

Retail

0%

The trust in crypto among investors in the
Americas is even higher in certain markets. This
is a significant sign of confidence in the future of
digital assets.
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Crypto adoption is much further along
than the headlines suggest
Compared to other markets — particularly developed markets in Asia Pacific, the UK and Europe —
regulation is not a major issue, with only 27% of retail investors citing it as a concern. Instead, the main
concerns are around risk and knowledge, with 45% saying the perceived risk prevents them from investing
and the same number stating that they simply don’t know enough about cryptocurrencies to get started.
So what does this mean for the future of cryptocurrencies in the region?
This survey shows that trust and adoption are inexorably linked with knowledge about, and understanding
of, cryptocurrencies. Education must be the key focus in order to increase the use of cryptocurrencies. A
more educated investor base is the way forward for digital assets to truly become a part of mainstream
finance.

We also need to understand who must be educating investors. The exchanges powering access to
cryptocurrencies are one key source, but evidence from our survey also shows that retail investors are
seeking guidance from a very traditional source — financial advisors. Thus we need to enable financial
advisors and arm them with the knowledge to guide clients through a complex and nuanced cryptocurrency
environment.
Beyond the headlines, the future is looking bright for investors, as the world of cryptocurrencies is becoming
more available, understood and trusted. If we can arm investors with the right knowledge to safely navigate
this environment, then we can speed crypto’s ascension into mainstream finance, creating opportunities
for all.

How much knowledge do you have about crypto?

30

80

%

20

10 %
*The US had the highest number of retail
respondents who stated they were very
knowledgeable and the highest number who
stated they had very little knowledge.
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62.4 %
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100 %
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Knowledge
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Least Knowledgeable
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Most Knowledgeable
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Knowledgeable
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%

Most Knowledgeable
Least Knowledgeable*
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Knowledgeable
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%
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33.6 %
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33.1 %

%
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56.9 %

60 %
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Highest Trust
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Highest Trust
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Crypto-curious Asia Pacific demonstrates
the dividing lines between trust
Andrew Leelarthaepin
Managing Director Asia

Our first Crypto Pulse survey shows that trust
in crypto is often divided across two major
faults: high trust in emerging markets, and
lower trust in developed economies. Surveying
1,261 institutional and 5,043 retail investors
respondents across Asia Pacific, we see this
split played out across the diverse nature of the
countries in this region.
Australia and Japan are the most conservative
responses. Just over half of the institutional
respondents, and less than half of the retail
investors, believe crypto is trustworthy. Opposing
this is India, which has one of the highest levels
of trust across both investor types globally at
78%. This is not a surprise as “Asia Pacific’’ is by
no means a homogeneous region. With a huge
diversity in currency, economic development,
language, and political ideals—variation is perhaps
the only common theme.

What is the trust in crypto in this region?
trustworthy, compared to 80% in India. Japan is
more conservative, yet still features a high trust
level at 63%. This is testament to the preparedness
of institutions prior to entering the ecosystem.
Regulation will unlock this.
One common theme across APAC is that trust is
directly linked with knowledge. Around 41% of
those who haven’t yet invested in crypto stated
that it was because they didn’t know enough to
get started. In developed economies this rises to
nearly half of all respondents, while for developing
economies the bigger barrier is that investors
don’t know where to go, with over a third of those
who have yet to invest reporting this.
Education is key to overcoming barriers to entry if
we want to further drive towards mass adoption.
But the approaches here differ wildly per country.
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A major surprise comes from the bullish nature of
institutions. Around 74% of institutional investors
with high crypto knowledge in Australia found it
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Crypto-curious Asia Pacific demonstrates
the dividing lines between trust
For developing economies, there needs to be a better standard of education from all entry points, including
the exchanges that unlock access to crypto. We know that blockchain technology can deliver a range of
democratised financial services to a region of over 4.3 billion people, but the use cases beyond investing
must also be more succinctly explained to encourage adoption.

Regulation is an important trend across the region for both institutional and retail investors and is directly
linked to permission for increased participation. Looking at individual countries, Singapore has moved
early with its market regulations, Hong Kong is expected to legislate crypto in the first half of 2022, and
Australia has also started on its own path. These better defined regulatory environments will lead to more
traditional financial institutions, including banks, engaging with digital assets.

In developed economies, crypto literacy needs to work hand-in-hand with the high touch service culture
commonplace here. The family offices, hedge funds, and brokerages we work with serve many cryptocurious clients, but they require simultaneous education. This starts with their advisers and relationship
managers.

The litmus test for all these regulatory approaches should be whether they build the trust and certainty
among the institutional investment community and provide them with the confidence to participate in
the markets for digital assets. This is a pathway to the main-streaming of cryptocurrencies and a pathway
for growth.

How much knowledge do you have about crypto?
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What is the future of crypto?
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Fulfilling the promise of crypto
The key takeaway from our first Crypto Pulse report is that crypto is
destined to go mainstream. Yet knowledge is the key barrier holding
back mainstream adoption.
Investors — whether retail or institutional — have reported
surprisingly high trust in crypto; even against a backdrop of sceptical
media coverage. Investors find it viable and are excited by the use
cases. Yet the fact remains that too many don’t know where to begin,
who to trust, or are concerned by the lack of regulation.
This has set a new North Star for us and by extension, the entire
ecosystem to follow. We must collectively drive education and
understanding of this complex environment. We must empower all
participants with the benefits of crypto now, its utility, and potential
for the future.
Why? Because crypto is no longer in its infancy, but it has yet to be
guided into maturity.
To do so, we must lead by example. There is a demand to move beyond
the surface-level awareness of cryptocurrency and the many myths
that flood the markets today. Instead, we need to help our audience
understand the value of crypto at a personal level, empower them
to ask the right questions and choose the right partners.
This is how we increase adoption. When individuals know more about
the ecosystem, they are more likely to trust it, and thus participate
within it. A simple equation, but means it is essential that trustworthy
and accurate information is spread.

This is why Bitstamp has made it our mission to deliver on three key
promises:
• We will continue to measure the trust, awareness and
perception of crypto around the world to allow us to
understand not just what is working for market participants,
but crucially what is not — and learn how we can solve these
concerns.
• We will share our knowledge and experience for those who
seek to learn more about crypto and how it can support their
goals so we can better arm individuals and institutions with
the right knowledge to maximise their chances of success.
• We will bring the industry together to create a global
perspective on regulations through collaboration with
authorities, support independent assessment from ratings
agencies and advocate for sound governance — creating a
better environment for all participants.
These three steps are crucial if we want to see crypto fulfil its destiny
and gain mainstream adoption. For now, this means ensuring the
right knowledge is passed on. In a year, it might mean something
different. We are here to continue monitoring the barriers, and
creating solutions to overcome these — yet the responsibility to
ensure we do lies with both those, like us, powering access to crypto
and traditional financial institutions.
This is a call to arms to create a better path forward. Will you answer?
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About Bitstamp
Bitstamp is the world’s longest-running cryptocurrency exchange, supporting investors, traders, and leading financial institutions since 2011. With a proven track record, cutting-edge market infrastructure, and dedication to personal service
with a human touch, Bitstamp’s secure and reliable trading venue is trusted by over four million customers worldwide.
Whether through their intuitive web platform and mobile app or industry-leading APIs, Bitstamp is where crypto enters
finance.
For more information, visit www.bitstamp.net or contact us at partners@bitstamp.net.
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